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Dear MJ. .. Df'asi,
RE: STANDING OFFER PRICE METHODOLOGY REVIEW - DRAFT APPROACH

PAPER, APRIL 2021

Thank you for the invitation to review the draft Retail Electricity - Standing Offer price
methodology

The methodologies described in the draft paper and proposed by the Regulator would seem
fair and appropriate. We particularly agree with the "cost to serve" approach in relation to the
retail margin.

The passthrough of renewable costs is an area that we feel requires some further
consideration. Retailers can actually profit from the sale of renewable certificates to
contestable customers. We trust retailers are unable to similarly profit from renewables to

non-contestable (standing-offer) customers.
Aurora and other energy retailers, through their contract offers to contest able customers,
contract fixed future renewable prices for LRET and SRES. This practice allows for pricing
speculation and profit. Retailers have 12 months to acquit certificates with the Clean Energy

Regulator (CER). This allows retailers to purchase certificates late in the period, at lower
prices. Retailers are also able to carry over just under I O% of their certificate obligation into
the futtire, again facilitating the purchase of certificates at ever diminishing prices. This
results in increased profitability from contracting the sale of certificates to contest able
customers. Renewable costs should be passthrough costs and retailers should not be making
profit on renewables.
While the above arrangement is not directly available in relation to standing offer

arrangements we believe there is need for an audit, if not already in place. We understand the
current and proposed methodology allows for adjustments to be made following the actual
acquisition and acquittal prices of certificates to the CER, an audit will ensure customers are
paying the actual price of the certificates.
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We would expect that retailers would leave the purchase of renewable certificates until the
latest possible time, in order to get the lowest price, this would make economic sense. We
would also understand that retailers would likely carryover an allowable shortfall, again in
order to benefit from reducing renewable certificate prices. We are keen to ensure that these
lower prices are fully considered when setting standing offer rates
We would also be interested to understand if there is a separation in the retailer's purchase of
certificates for contestable customer power and non-contestable (standing-offer) power. A
retailer holding certificates would be smarter to acquit the higher priced certificates against
standing offer power usage than contestable usage, because the higher priced certificate would
be later adjusted for in the standing offer adjustments.
Thank you again for the offer to review the draft methodology, I would be happy to discuss
the issue of renewables. We look forward to your further advice on standing offer
methodology.

Yours faithfully
NEKON PTY LTD
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